
Component CRITERIA HIGHEST LEVEL - 5 POINTS MINIMUM-LEVEL - 1 POINT NOT ADDRESSED - 0 POINTS

D
A
TA Program Review

Appropriate data has been entered and provides 

clear historical information over time. Detailed 

explanation is given for missing pieces

Little data has been entered to  present an 

accurate history, and no explanation has been 

provided regarding the missing pieces

Data section is incomplete.

Substantiated Need

Response clearly defines if request is intended to 

meet current program capacity/needs, or if the 

request is to meet increasing demands or for 

growth. Response references data fully and 

appropriately.

The request intent is not clear, and minimal or 

no data or explanation is provided.

Response does not address the 

question.

Current State

Response clearly defines current productivity 

issues, backlog, impacts to program area and  

references appropriate data. Response clearly 

delineates current methods being utilized to meet 

the current need.

Response does not provide sufficient 

information to understand the productivity 

challenges, and data is not mentioned or used 

effectively.

Response does not address the 

question.
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Program Impact

Response utilizes data appropriately, clearly 

defines how workflow and productivity will be 

positively impacted, and identifies negative 

impacts if request is not granted.

Response does not use data adequately or 

appropriately or provide sufficient 

information to determine program impact or 

workflow.

Response does not address the 

question.
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Assessment Plan

Response clearly defines gaps in all of the 

following:  specific & applicable AUO/SLOs, 

program goals, college mission or strategic 

direction. Response clearly links these impacts to 

the position requested and utilizes data effectively 

and adequately.

Response does not link all gaps to any  

AUO/SLOs, program goals, college mission or 

strategic direction, does not use adequate 

data, and does not discuss specific impacts of 

the position to the program.

Response does not address the 

question.

YES NO

Health and Safety

Accreditation and Licensure

MAXIMUM POINTS = 20

Need is required by legal requirements. The requirement is documented 

in detail with link to external verification, internal policy, or 

compliance/law.

Need is required by legal requirements. The requirement is documented 

in detail to support specialized accreditation or licensure requirement 

and external link is provided.
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Data has been entered, but some key pieces may be 

missing from historical information. Explanations 

have been given why information is missing 

Response clearly defines if request is intended to 

meet current program capacity/needs, or if the 

request is to meet increasing demands or for growth. 

Data may be missing or the intent of the request is 

unclear

SCORING RUBRIC

Resource provides moderate information regarding 

productivity issues, backlog, impacts to program area 

and references some data. Response indicates current 

methods to meet the current need. Overall response 

either does not utilize data effectively or has 

incomplete responses.

Response mentions gaps related to  AUO/SLOs, 

program goals, and college mission or strategic 

direction but only generally. Response does not use 

data adequately or appropriately, does not clearly link 

the impacts to position requested, or overall does 

provide specific details.
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MID-LEVEL - 3 POINTS
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Response moderately uses data adequately or 

appropriately to prove need, or provides only a high 

level responses related to program impact and 

workflow.
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